WHO ARE THE BRAVE

T.T.B., accompanied,
with optional SoundPax and SoundTrax CD*

Freely with great expression \( \quad \) \( \text{=} \text{ca. 76-88} \)

Freely with great expression \( \quad \) \( \text{=} \text{ca. 76-88} \)

\[ \text{Who are the} \]

\[ \text{Who are the brave?} \]

* Also available for S.A.T.B. voices (SV9217).
SoundTrax CD available (24109), SoundPax available (24110) - includes score and set of parts
for 2 French Horns, 3 Trumpets, 2 Trombones, Bass Trombone, Tuba, Timpani, and Percussion.
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Those who go to war? Who are the brave? Those who fight no
more? Those who gave their lives protecting freedom's shore. Who
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Who are the brave? Those who live with pain?

Who are the brave? Those whose life is plain?

Those with healthy bodies, Those protecting the unsure.
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Who are the brave? Those whose speech is free?

Those loving liberty? All those with

SV9216
building to the end

heart and mind,保护ing all they find.

Who are the brave?

Those who serve *man-

kind, those who serve man-kind.

These are the brave.

*or humankind